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1. Introduction 
Let {X(t), t ~> 0} be a real-valued stochastic process. For any Borel set A of the real 
line let 
H(A, t )=2{s :O<.s<~t ,X(s )6A},  t >~O (1.1) 
be the occupation time of X, where 2 is the Lebesgue measure. If, for each fixed t, 
H( ' , t )  is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, then its Ra- 
don-N ikodym derivative is called the local time of X ( ' )  at t, denoted by L( . ,  t). In this 
case we say that the local time (occupation density) of X(.  ) exists. It follows from the 
definition of L(x, t) that 
L(x,O)=O, L(x,s)<~L(x,t) ,  for t1>s>/O,  x~E,  (1.2) 
H(A, t) = fa L(x, t) dx,  (1.3) 
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and 
H(A,t  + h) - H(A,t) = Ja (L(x,t + h) - L(x,t))dx, t,h ~ O. (1.4) 
For an insightful survey of occupation densities for both random and nonrandom 
vector fields X, we refer to Geman and Horowitz (1980). For recent advances on 
studying sample path properties of the local times of various random processes via 
sample path properties of Gaussian processes, we refer to Marcus and Rosen 
(1992a, b), Berman (1991) and to the references therein. 
In this paper we study the sample path properties of increments in t of the local 
times L(x, t) of Gaussian processes with stationary increments and those of stationary 
Gaussian processes as well. In our investigations we are guided by some well known 
fine analytic properties of the moduli in t of the local time l(x, t) of a standard Wiener 
process {W(t), t >~ 0}. In particular, Hawkes (1971) proved 
1(0, t + h) - 1(0, t) 
lim sup = 1 a.s. (1.5) 
h~oo<,<l-~ (hlog(1/h)) x/z 
and Perkins (1981) obtained 
l(x, t + h) - l(x, t) 
limsuph_o o<,<lsup h -oo<:,<oosup (2hlog(1/h))l/2 = 1 a.s., (1.6) 
where, and throughout his exposition, logx = lnmax(x,e) for x ~ ~. Csfiki et al. 
(1983) showed that in (1.6) one can replace lim suph.o by limh~o and proved also the 
following results: Let 0 < ar ~< T be a non-decreasing function of T ~> 0, and assume 
that at~ T is non-increasing. Then 
l(x, t + at) - l(x, t) 
limsup sup = 1 a.s. (1.7) 
r~ o<.,<r-aT(ar(logT/ar + 21oglogT)) 1/z 
for each x e N, and 
l(x, t + at) - l(x, t) 
lim sup sup sup (2at(log T/ar  + loglog T)) 1/2 = 1 a.s. (1.8) 
T~ O<~t<~T-ar - cc  < x <  o9  
Moreover, if we also assume that limr-~ ~ (log T/ar) / log log T = ~,  then lim supr~ 
can be replaced by l imr_~ in both (1.7) and (1.8) 
Taking ar = T in both (1.7) and (1.8), we obtain the law of the iterated logarithm, 
proved by Kesten (1965), for the Brownian local t ime/(.,-):  
l(x,t) sup- oo . . . .  I(x, T)  
limsup = limsup = 1 a.s. (1.9) 
r~oo (2T log logT)  1/2 r~o~ (2T log logT)  1/2 
for each x ~ ~. 
In Section 2 we present and discuss results, which are analogous to (1.5) and (1.7), 
for the local times L(x,t) of Gaussian processes {X(t), t >/0}. In particular, in 
Theorem 2.1 X(. ) is a mean zero Gaussian process with stationary increments, while 
in Theorem 2.2 X(. ) is a stationary Gaussian process with mean zero. We spell out 
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several corollaries to both, highlighting some special cases of interest. The proofs of 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are given in Section 3. Our method of proof for both theorems i
based on proving useful inequalities for determinants of covariance matrices of 
interest, and on using the Fourier analytic approach to local times, due to Berman 
(1969, 1974), when establishing estimates for moments of increments of L(x, t) in t. 
In Section 4 we present and prove results, which are analogous to (1.6), for the local 
times L(x, t) of Gaussian processes {X(t), t >~ 0}. In Theorem 4.1 X(.) is a mean zero 
Gaussian process with stationary increments, while in Theorem 4.2 it is a stationary 
Gaussian process with mean zero. These uniform in x-type moduli for L(x, t) do not 
seem to have been studied much before. The method of proof in Section 4 is similar to 
that of Section 3. The estimates we get in both sections for the moments of the 
increments of L(x, t) in t, as well as the in probability inequalities they result in (cf. 
Lemmas 3.9, 3.10, 4.5 and 4.6), are hoped to be of some interest on their own. 
2. Increments of local times of Gaussian processes 
Let {X(t), t >/0} be a Gaussian process with mean zero and stationary increments. 
Put 
o'2(h) =- E(X(t  + h) - -  S(t ) )  2, t,h >>. O. (2.1) 
It is known (cf. Berman, 1969) that if 
fl d' -~<oo for eacht>0,  (2.2) 
then the local time L(x, t) of X exists. It is also known that if ~2(h) is continuous and 
concave for 0 ~< h <~ 1, then the local time L(x, t) of X exists and is jointly continuous 
almost surely (cf. Berman, 1972). For further esults on the joint continuity of L(x, t) as 
well as on H61der conditions, we refer to Berman (1969, 1974), Davis (1976), K6no 
(1977), Geman and Horowicz (1980), Maejima (1982), Aza'is and Florens-Zmirou 
(1987) and Ehm (1981). 
Throughout this section let {X(t), t/> 0} be a Gaussian process with mean zero and 
stationary increments. The two theorems we present here are both analogous to (1.5) 
and (1.7). 
Theorem 2.1. Let aT and bT be non-negative functions of T >~ O. Put a* = supT ~> oaT. 
Let {X(t), t ~> 0} be a Gaussian process with mean zero and stationary increments. 
Assume X (O) = 0 and that a2(h) is non-decreasing, continuous and concave on (0, a*). 
Suppose also that there exist constants 0 < ~ <~ ½ and Co > 0 such that 
a(ah) ) coa~a(h) for all O <~ a <~ 1, O < h <~ a* (2.3) 
and assume 
l +bT  
- -  - - ,  o0  as  T - - *  oo  . (2.4) 
aT 
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Then 
lim sup sup L(x, t + at)  - L(x, t) 
To ~ o ~<, ~ bT aT(log (br/aT) + log log (at + 1/aT)) ' /a(ar)  
160/Co a.s. (2.5) 
The following results are immediate consequences of Theorem 2.1. 
Corollary 2.1. Let {X(t), t ~> 0} be a Gaussian process with mean zero and stationary 
increments. Assume X (O) = 0 and that a2(h) is non-decreasing, continuous and concave 
on (0, 1), satisfying 
a(ah) >>. coa'a(h) for all 0 ~< a, h ~< 1 (2.6) 
.<1 for some 0 < ~ ..~ 2, Co > O. Then 
lim sup L(0, h) 160 
T~ h(21oglog(1/h)) ' /a(h) <~-co a.s., (2.7) 
L(0, t + h) - L(0, t) 160 
lim sup sup (2.8) 
r~o~ o<~,<~1 h(21og(1/h))' /a(h) <~--Co a.s. 
.<!  Corollary 2.2. Let {X(t), t ~> 0} be a fractional Wiener process of  order ~t, 0 < ~ ..~ 2, 
i.e., a centered Gaussian process with stationary increments and a2(h) = h2L Then 
lim sup.  1 L(0, h) 
h-~0 h - ' ( loglog(1/h))"  ~< 200 a.s., (2.9) 
l imsup sup L(O,t + h) -  L(0, t) 
h~0 O~<t~<l hl - ' ( log(1/h) )  ~ ~<200 a.s. (2.10) 
Corollary 2.3. Let {W(t), t ~> 0} be a standard Wiener process with local time l(x,t). 
Then 
lim sup l(0, h) 
h~O (hloglog(1/h)) 1/2 ~< 200 a.s., (2.11) 
lim sup l(0, t + h) - l(0, t) 
h~O (hlog(i/h)) l /2 ~< 200 a.s. (2.12) 
Remark 2.1. According to the law of the iterated logarithm due to Kesten (1965) (cf. 
(1.9)), we have 
lim l(0, T)  = 1 a.s. 
T~ (2T log log T)  1/2 
Applying the method of Kesten (1965), one can also prove that 
lim 1(0, h) = 1 a.s. 
h~O (2h log log (1/h)) lie 
This means that the bound we get in (2.11) is of the precise order. 
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Remark 2.2. K6no (1977) obtained (2.7) and (2.8) under a similar condition to that of 
Corollary 2.1. 
Our next theorem studies path properties of the local time for stationary Gaussian 
processes. 
Theorem 2.2. Let bh be a non-negative function of h on (0, 1). Let {X(t), t t> 0} be 
a stationary Gaussian process with mean zero and EX2(0) = 1. Assume that a2(h) is 
non-decreasing, continuous and concave on (0, 1), satisfying (2.6) for some 0 < c¢ <~ ½, 
Co > O. Then 
L(x, t + h) - L(x, t) 160 
lim sup sup ~< a.s. (2.13) 
h~O O<~,<~b, (h/6(h))fl~ Co 
for each x ~ ~, where 
flh = log(1 (h + bh~a(h) 3'2 1\ 
+\  h ] l °g /h ) "  (2.14) 
Corollary 2.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2, we have 
L(x, t + h) - L(x, t) 160 
lim sup sup 




lim sup = 0 a.s. (2.16) 
h~o ha~-l(h) log2"(1/h) 
for each x e ~, O <<. O <~ l. 
Corollary 2.5. Let {X(t), t ~> 0} be a stationary Gaussian process with mean zero and 
EX2(0)  : 1. Assume that o'2(h) is non-decreasing, continuous and concave on 
(0, 1), satisfying clh ~ <~ a(h) <~ coh~ for some 0 < a <<. ½, cx,co > 0 and all 0 < h <~ 1. 
Then 
L(x, t + h) - L(x, t) 
limsuPh~o O~<t<.:sup hl+a(o_2+~)logE~(1/h)=O a.s. (2.17) 
for each x ~ ~, and 0 <~ 0 <~ 1. 
Corollary 2.6. Let {X(t), t >~ 0} -- {Y~=I Xk(t), t >>. 0}, where {Xk(t), -- gO < t < oo} 
are independent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes with coefficients ~k ~ 0 and t~k > O, i.e., 
XR(" ) are stationary, mean zero Gaussian processes with EXk(s)Xk(t) -- 
(yk/2k) exp( -- 2kit -- s I), k -- 1, 2 .... Assume Fo = ~= 17k/2k = 1 and (2.6) for some 
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0 < ~ <-N ½, Co > O. Then (2.15) and (2.16) hold. In particular, we have 
L(x, t + h) - L(x, t) 160 
lim sup sup 
h~O O<~,<~h ° ( /e(h))logl/2(1 + h°-la(h)log3/2(1/h)) <'--Co 
a.s. (2.18) 
L(x, h) 
limsup = 0 a.s. (2.19) 
h~O ha-1/2(h)log(1/h) 
for each x e ~, O <<. O <~ 1. 
Remark 2.3. Comparing (2.11) with (2.19), we find that the limit behaviour of the local 
time of Gaussian processes with stationary increments and X(0) = 0 is quite different 
from that of stationary Gaussian processes. 
3. Proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 
First a few lemmas on matrices and covariance matrices. 
Lemma 3.1. Let ~1,.--, ~, be random variables with finite second moments and A, be 
their covariance matrix. Then 
IA.I ~< IA._l lVar ~., (3.1) 
where IA.I denotes the determinant of A..  
Proof. Write A. = (al,j, 1 <. i,j <~ n), where aij = Cov(~i, ~j). Noting that 
(al,., . . . ,a . -  1,.)'(al . . . . . . .  a. -  1,.) 
is positive semi-definite, we obtain 
( a"ia"j l<~i , j<~n-1)  Vary,  IA, I = a / t -  a,-~-' 
-- I(ai~, 1 ~< i,j <. n - 1) - (al . . . . . .  a.-1,.) '(al . ,  ... ,a.-1,.) lVar ~. 
~< I(alj, 1 ~< i,j <<. n - 1)l Vary. 
=[A.  l lVar~,,  
which is (3.1) as claimed. [] 
Lemma 3.2. Let B ,=(b l j ,  1 <~ i,j <<. n) and B, l =(blj, 2 <<. i,j <~ n) be real valued 
matrices. Assume that for each 1 ~ i <~ n 
Ibiil >1 ~ ]bij]. 
j ¢ i  
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Then 
i=1 j= i+ l  
This lemma is due to Price (1951). 
Lemma 3.3. Let {~(t), t/> 0} be a Gaussian process with mean zero, stationary in- 
crements and X(O)= O. Put a2(h)= E(~(t + h) -  ¢(t)) 2. Assume that a2(h) is non- 
decreasing and concave on (O, ho). For t <~ ta <~ t2 < ... < t, <~ t + ho let A, be the 
covariance matrix of ¢(tx),..., ff(t,). Then 
[A.I >/(1/2)"tr2(t~) ( I  a2( t, - t,- 1). (3.2) 
i=2  
Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.3 is similar to Marcus (1968) and hence is omitted 
here. [] 
Lemma 3.4. Let {~(t), t i> 0} be a stationary Gaussian process with mean zero and 
EX2(0) = 1. Put o2(h) = E(~(t + h) - ~(t)) 2. Assume that a2(h) is non-decreasing and 
concave on (0, ho) and a2(ho) ~< 2. Then for each t <. tl <~ t2 < "'" < tn ~ t + h o 
IA.I ~> (1/2)" f i  o2(t , -  ti_l) , (3.3) 
i=2  
where A,  is the covariance matrix of ~(tl), ..., ~(t,). 
Proof. Let .4, be the covariance matrix of ~(t,), ~(t,_ 1)  - -  ~(tn)  . . . .  , ~(tl) -- ~(t2). Then 
IA.L -- 1,4.1 and making use of Lemma 3.3 yields (3.3). [] 
We now utilize the Fourier analytic approach to local times, due to Berman (1969, 
1974). Let 
f (u , t )=f f  ei"XdxH([O,x],t)=flei"X~S)ds, -oo  <u<~,  
the Fourier transform of the occupation time H ( [0, x], t). We can express L(x, t) as the 
inverse Fourier transform of f (u,  t), namely 
L(x,t)  = ~-n~ e-i"~ f (u , t )du  
oo 
2~ e -  i.x eiuX~s) duds .  []  (3.4) 
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Lemma 3.5. Let {X(t), t >i 0} be a Gaussian process with mean zero, stationary in- 
crements with incremental variance function a2(h). Let m >i 1 be an integer and 
R(sl,...,sn) be the covariance matrix of X(Sl) ,X(s2)- X(Sl), . . . ,X(Sm)- X(Sm-1). 
Then 
E(L(x, t + h) - L(x, t)) m 
( l )m/2m, x 2 
t~S l  <$2 < "'" <sm~t+h 
x [ R(Sl, ..., Sm)[- 1/2 ds1, ..., dsm, (3.5) 
for each x ~ ~, t > 0 and h > O. 
Proof. Put v i = ~i~=ju~, 1 <~j ~ m, V = (vl ..... Vm ). Using (3.4), we can write 
E(L(x, t + h) - L(x, t)) m 
×exp - ix  ~ uj Eexp i ~ ujX(sj) dul . . .dumdsl. . .ds,  
j= l  / j= l  
= (1)  m m' f "'" f ffo~ ""f~o~ exp(- ixv l )  
l ~ S1":7~52 < ... <$m <~ t q- h 
× Eexp[ivlX(Sl) + i ~ vj(X(sj)-  X(sj-1))]dvl "'dvmdSl ""dsm 
i=2  
=(1)  ram, f ... f f _~- . . f _~ 
t ~ Sl <s2  < --. <sin ~ t+h 
[ 1 ] 
xexp - ixvx - ~ VR(sl ..... sm) V' dr1 ...dvmdsl ...dsm. 
To prove (3.5), it suffices to show that 
f~  . . . f~exp[ - ixv l -~VR(s l  .... ,sm)V'ldvl.. .dvm 
x 2 
~<(2g)m/2exp( 2E~(Sl)) IR(Sl  ..... sm)[ 1/2. (3.6) 
If IR(sl . . . . .  ss)l = 0, then (3.6) is trivial. So, we assume IR(s~ ..... Sm)l > 0. That is, 
R(sx, ...,sin) is positive definite. Hence R-l(s~ ..... sm) is also positive definite. Let 
(Y1 .... .  Ym) be distributed according to the multivariate normal distribution with 
mean zero and the covariance matrix R-  l(s~, ..., s,,). Then, the density of(Y1, ..., Ym) 
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is given by 
Therefore 
1 
I f  ~ ... I~  exp[ - ixv l - -}VR(s l , . . . , s , . )V ' ]dV l . . .dv , ,  
= (27t) rn/2 I R(sl .... , s . ) l -  1/2Ee -ixY1 
= (2rt) m/2 IR(sl,. . . ,  s,,)l- 1/2e-(X2/2)Er~. (3.7) 
Put R(sl ..... s,) = (7ij, 1 ~< i,j <<. n). Then 
= 1 1 EY~ [(7,~, 2 ~< i,j <<. n)l >/ (3.8) 
[(Yij, 1 ~< i,j <<. n)l Yxl EX2(sl) 
by Lemma 3.1. This proves (3.6) by (3.7) and (3.8) and the proof of (3.5) is now 
complete. [] 
Lemma 3.6. Let {X(t), t/> 0} be a Gaussian process with mean zero, stationary in- 
crements and X(O) = O. Put a2(h) = E(X(t + h) - X(t)) 2. Assume that aZ(h) is non- 
decreasin# and concave on (0, ho ), satisfyin9 
~r(ah) >lcoa'a(h) for all O < a < l, O <<. h <~ ho (3.9) 
for some O < ~ <<. ½, co > O, ho > O, t >~ O. Then 
E(L(x,t + h) - L(x,t))" <~ \c -~)  ] (m!)~exp - 2a2(t + h) (3.10) 
for each integer m >~ 1, 0 < h ~ ho, x e N. 
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 that 
E(L(x, t + h) - L(x, t))" 
<~ \~]( l "V "/2 m! f . . . .  f exp(-x2/2EXZ(sx))2" dSl ..ds,, 
G(s~) lqj% ~ a(sj - sj_ ~) 
t ~81 <S2< "" <Sr .<~t+h 
X 2 
<<.(2)"/Zm'exp(- 2az( t+h))  f "'" f 
t~S l<S2< --" <Sm~t+h 
1 
x dst "'" dsm 
0"($1) l-IT= 2 17(Sj --  S j -  1) 
X 2 
=(2)" /Zm'hmexp(2a2( t+h) )  f "'" f 
O~<sl<s2<...<sm~< 1 
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1 
x dsl ... dsm 
tr(slh + t)lqj~=2 a( (s j -  sj_ 1)h) 
(2 ) " /2m!h"exp( -  x2/2tr2(t + h)) 
O<~sl<sz<... <s~ 1 
1 
× ds1 ... ds,, 
S'l Hi"=2 (sj - s j_  1) ~ 
by (3.9). By elementary calculations (cf. Ehm, 1981) 
(3.11) 
f "'" f f i  (S j - -S  j - i )  b~dsl"'dsm 
j= l  
0 ~ S1 <$2< "'" '<$m~ 1 
= F(1--b~ F 1 +m-  b~ 
j= l  
for each bj < 1, j = 1 . . . . .  m. Hence, we have 
E(L(x, t + h) - L(x, t))" 
<~(_2_~"/2m,( h )m Fro(1-ct) 
krtCo/ ~ exp( -  X2/2tr2(t + h)) F(1 + m(1 - ,))" 
It is easy to see that 
(3.12) 
2 
/ ' (1  - ~) ~< ~< 4 
1-0c  
for 0 < ~ ~< ½. Noting that F(y) is non-decreasing on (3, ~),  we have 
F(1 + m(1 - ct)) ~> F(1 + [m(1 -- ct)]) = Ira(1 - ct)]! 
Using Stirling's formula, we obtain 
Ira(1 - ~)]! ~< ~ (m!)" ~< 4"(m!)" 
Therefore we conclude 
E(L(x, t + h) - L(x, t)) r" <~ kCoa(h) ] × (m!)'exp 
This proves (3.10). [] 
x2 ) 
2tr2(t + h) " 
Lemma 3.7. Let (X(t), t >1 O} be a stationary Gaussian process with mean zero and 
EX2(0) = 1. Put a2(h)= E(X(t + h) -  X(t)) 2. Assume o'2(h) is non-decreasing and 
concave on (0,ho) with o'2(ho) ~< 2 and suppose that 
a(ah) >~ coa~tr(h) for all O < a <~ 1, O <~ h <~ ho (3.13) 
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for some 0 < • <~ ½, Co > 0 and ho > O. Then 
(16h) 
m 
E(L(x , t  + h) - L(x,t))"  <% a(h) ~ x(m!)~e -x2/2 (3.14) 
for each integer m >>. 2, 0 < h <. ho, t >1 O, x • ~. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.6, using (3.3) instead of(3.2), and hence, 
omitted. [] 
Lemma 3.8. Let ~ be a non-negative random variable. Assume that 
E~ m <~ C(m!) ~ (3.15) 
for some C > O, c~ > 0 and each m >~ 2. Then 
K~C 
P{~ > y} % - (exp(y, / , /4)  _ 1)2, (3.16) 
for each y > 0, where K~ is a positive constant depending only on cc 
Proof. When 0 < y ~< 2 ", by the Chebyshev inequality 
cg~ 2 K~C 
P{~ > y} % -7 - -  <~ (exp( f /~/4)  - 1)2~" 
For y > 2 ~, let m = [ f /~] .  By Stirling's formula and Chebyshev's inequality again, 
C(m!) ~ 
y~ 
<% C(3m(m/e)m) ~ <~ C(3 f / ' ) 'e  -"~ 
ym 
~< C3~yexp[ - ( f / "  - 1)~] ~< K ,Cexp( -y~/ ' /2 )  
<~ K,C(exp(ya / ' /4 )  - 1)-2, 
as desired. [] 
A combination of Lemmas 3.8 and 3.6 yields 
Lemma 3.9. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.6, we have 
16h "~ 
e C(x, t + h) - C(~, t) >/Co-~-g Y( ~< 
K, ,exp[ -  xZ/(2az(t + h))] 
(exp( f /~/4) -  1) 2~ 
(3.17) 
for each 0 < h <~ ho, y > O, x • R. 
Similarly, one concludes also 
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Lemma 3.10. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.7, we have 
16h } 
P L (x , t+h) -L (x , t )>~y <<. 
K~, exp( - x2/2) • a(h) 
(exp(y l / ' /4) -  1) z, 
for each 0 < h <<. ho, t >>. 0, y > 0. 
(3./8) 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let 1 < 0 < ¼. Define 
Ak = {T: O k < aT ~< 0k+l} ,  - -  O0 < k < (30, 
Ak'j = { T: Oj ~ bT + aT } O---------v~<OJ+t,T~Ak , j=0 ,1  .. . . .  
fir = log br + loglog(ar + 1~at). 
aT 
It is easy to see that 
fir >i fl~.j := log0 ~ + loglog0 Ikl (3.19) 
for each T e Ak.j. 
Noting that L(x, t) is non-decreasing in t for each fixed x, we have 
L(x, t + at) - L(x, t) 
lira sup sup 
r-~o~ o ~t <~ b~ arfl~/a(aT) 
a(aT)(L(x,t + at) -- L(x,t)) 
~< limsup sup sup sup 
a(Ok+X)(L(x,t + 0 k+l) -- L(x,t)) 
~< lim sup sup sup sup k 
Ikl+j~oo l~j T~Ak. lO<.t<~(Oz+l-1)O ~ 0 flk,l 
~< 2 limsup s u P ,  k,+j.~ '~2 0 ~,.~o'max a(ok+')( L(x'(m+ 1)ok+')--L(x'mOk+l))okfl~,, l . (3.20) 
Applying Lemma 3.9, we obtain 
t a(Ok+')(L(x'(m + 1)0k+l)-  L(x'mOR+X)) ( 20~ 16~ 
P sup max /> 0 
tt>~j O<~m<.ro'l Okfl~,z \ ~ / Co) 
[0 I] 
<~ ~ ~ K~e -°a',' 
l=j m=O 
<<. K ~ O"°-l)log-°O Ikl 
t=j 
<<. KOJ(°-l)(Ik I + 1) -°, (3.21) 
where K is a constant, depending only on 0 and ~. From (3.20), (3.21) and the 
Borel-Cantelli emma it follows that 
160 02 limsup sup a(ar)(L(x,t + at) -- L(x,t)) <~ 32 0(20/a)~ < a.s. (3.22) 
~o~ o ~,  ~ ~ a~f l~ Co Co 
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Therefore 
a(ar)(L(x,  t + aT) -- L(x, t)) 160 
lim sup sup ~< 
r'-+oo O<~t<~bT aTfl} CO 
as claimed in (2.5). [] 
a.s., (3.23) 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The proof proceeds along the same lines as that of Theorem 2.1 
and therefore is omitted. [] 
4. Maximum moduli of continuity of local time of Gaussian processes 
Let {X(t), t/> 0} be a Gaussian process with mean zero and stationary increments. 
We study the suprema in x e R of moduli of continuity of L(x, t) in t ~> 0. We prove 
two analogous results to (1.6). These types of moduli for L(x, t) do not seem to have 
been studied much before. 
Theorem 4.1. Let {X(t), t/> 0} be a Gaussian process with mean zero, stationary 
increments and X(0) = 0, tr2(h) be its second moment function defined as in (2.1) and 
L(x, t) be the local time of X (.). Assume that trE(h) is non-decreasing continuous and 
concave on (0, 1) and that there exist constants 0 < ot <~ ½ and Co > 0 such that 
tr(ah) >>. coa~tr(h) for all 0 < a, h ~< 1. (4.1) 
Then 
L(x, t + h) - L(x, t) 
lim sup sup sup 
h-*O 0~<,~<1 -m<x<m h(log(1/h)=+l/tr(h) 
524(3 + 4~) ~+1 
~< a.s. (4.2) 
CO 
Theorem 4.2. Let {X(t), t >~ 0} be a stationary Gaussian process with mean zero and 
EX2(0) : 1. Assume that o'2(h) is non-decreasing continuous and concave on (0, 1), 
satisfying (4.1) for some 0 < ot <~ ½ and Co > O. Then (4.2) holds. 
To prove our theorems, we use again the Fourier transform of local times. Accord- 
ing to (3.4), we have 
1 f l f~  - e-i"xei"Xmduds. L(x, t) = ~ (4.3) 
Lemma 4.1. Let {X(t), t/> 0} be a Gaussian process with mean zero, stationary in- 
crements and incremental variance function tr2(h). Let m >>. 4 be an even integer and 
R(Sl .... , sin) be the covariance matrix of X(sO, X(s2) - X(s0, ..., X(s=) - X(s=_ 1). Then 
E(L(x + y, t + h) - L(x + y, t) - L(x, t + h) + L(x, t))" 
3(1" ]  m/2 x 2 
~< \~-~j m'lY[ 2' f "'" f exp(4EX- i ( s0)  
t ~81 <$2< -.. <sm~lWh 
× IR(sx, • sm)l-1/2 v .~/21 n/2 • . , ^~,,, ~t,l + p~2/2)dSl . . . . .  ds,, (4.4) 
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for each O < 6 <<. 1, xy >~ O, t >~ O, h > O, where 
](Tij: 1 <~ i,j <<. m - 1)1 
Pm -- 1(7ij: 1 ~< i,j <~ m)l ' 
1(Tij: 2 ~< i,j ~ m)r 1(7ij: 1 ~< i,j <~ m; i,j # 2)1 
P~ 1(7~j: 1 ~< i,j <~ m)l '  P2 [(7~j: 1 ~< i,j ~ m)l 
R(s~ . . . . .  sin) -- (y~j: 1 ~< i,j <~ m). 
Proof. Using (4.3), we have 
L(x + y,t + h) -  L(x + y , t ) -  L(x, t  + h) + L(x,t) 
lf+.f(  = 2~ (e -  ~"~ +"  - e -  i.x) e i~X~ du ds. 
Put  v~ -- Zl~sul, 1 ~<j ~< m, V = (vl . . . .  , v,,), vm+l = 0. By (4.5), we can write 
E(L(x + y, t + h) - L(x + y, t) - L(x, t + h) + L(x, t)) m 
(4.5) 
f'+h J= '  = ~/  ,Jr f~-oo ""f~-oo f i  (e-i(x+y)uJ--e-ixuj) 
xEexp ujX(s s dut . . .dumdsl . . .dsm 
=(If're' f... f 
t ~81<S2< "'"<Sm~t+h 
x E exp [ivl X (Sl) + i ~ vj(X(sj) - X(s j -1)) l  dUl "" dttm dSl "" dsm 
j=2 
f ; f; 
t~SI<S2< "'"<Sm~t+h (1 ) 
x exp - ~ VR(sl . . . . .  sin) V' dr1 ... dvm dsl ... dsm. (4.6) 
To  prove  (4.4), it suffices to show that  
I: ~- ;~ ' ' ' f~  f i  (e i(x+y)(vj-vj+')--e-ix(vj-vj+')) 
j=l 
xexp( -~ VR(s l , . . . , sm)V' )dV l  ""dvm 
~< 3(2n)m/2exp 4E~(S l )  IR(s l , . . . ,sm) l  inlylE~p~/2(p~/2 + p~/2). (4.7) 
I f  IR(sl ,  ... ,sm)[ = 0, then (4.7) is trivial. Hence we can assume that  IR(s~ .... ,s~)f > 0. 
Then R(s  1 . . . .  ,sin) is posit ive definite and so is R- l (S l  . . . . .  sin). Let (Y1 . . . . .  Ym) be 
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distributed according to the multivariate normal distribution with mean zero and 
covariance matrix R -  ~ (st, ..., s,). Then 
I=(2rt)m/z{R(sl,'",s,,)l-1/21Efi(e-i(x+Y)~r:rJ+°-e-iX~rJ-Y~+')) I j = ~  
<~ (2~)"/ZlR(st, ...,s.,)l-1/21E f i  (e - i tx+')(vFYj+')  _ e- ixO ' , -Y , , , ) )  
j=2  
x E((e i(x+,(r,-r2) _ e-i:,(rx-r~))l Y2, ..., Y")I 
~< (2~) m/2 JR(s1 ... . .  s,,,)l- 1/2 Ele-iyY, _ I I 
x IE((e -i(~+r~rl- v~) - e-iX(Y'- r2)) } Y2, ..., Y,.) [ - (4.8) 
Note that the conditional distribution of Y~ given Y2, ..., I'm is a univariate Gaussian 
distribution with conditional mean E(YI IY2 .... , I'm) and conditional variance 
1 
E(Y1 - E(YII  Y2,  . . . ,  Y ra ) )  2 = - -  where 711 = EX2(s1)  • 
'~11 ~ 
Therefore, we have 
IE((e -i(~+'(r'-v2) - e-ix(rI-Y2))l Yz, ..., Y,,)I 
exp[  (x + y)21 = i (x+y)Yz - i (x+y)E(Yt lYa  . . . . .  Y,.) -2T~'[ J 
- exp ixY2 - ixE(Y l ]  Yz .... , Ym)  - 
<~ exp[ iyY2- iyE(Y l lYz ,  ... ,Y,.) (x + Y)Z]-e-X2/2'~12711 
[ (x + Y)2] 
~< exp ~ A ]exp[iyY2 - iyE(Y~ I Y2, ..., Y,,)] - 11 
+ e,,[ _ exp[ 
x 2 
- ..., 43q a)" i v/~11J 
( ~<exp - lyl ~ ]Y2]:' +[E(Y~I Y2 .... ,y,,,)lb + . (4.9) 
Here we used the following elementary conclusion: 
e -b~ - e -"~ <<. 2e-hZ/e((a - b) A 1) 
for each a >~ b >t 0. 
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From (4.9) and (4.8) it follows that 
(:) I <~ (2n)m/2lR(sx . . . . .  Sm)l-1/2exp - -  ~ lylOEle -~yr* - 11 
x [Y21 ~ + [E(Yll Y2,-.., Y,,)I ~ + 
X 2 
× IN2: + IE(Y~I Y2 ... . .  gm)l ~ + 
× (EIYE[2) ~/2 + (Ey2) a/2 + 
( x z ~]y za(](7i,: 1 ~< i,j <~ m: l ) ]~ ~/2 
=(2x)m/2]R(sx'""sm)]-l/2exp --4-~11] \ ~(yij:l <~i,j<~m)] /I 
((,(7,s:l <<.i,j<<.m;i,j# 2)l) ~/2 (,(7,,:2<~i,j<~m)[~ ~/2 2)  
×\\ -  [~ ,71<i , j<m)]  + k,i(7,~: 1 ~< i,j ~< m-~ ] + ~-~i 2
<~" 3(2~)m/2]R(Sl . . . . .  sm)[ - ' /2exp( - -~ 2a ([(Y~l\ I[Yi,:' <~ i,j ~m)i  ~ i,j < m - I)['~ '/2,] 
( ( ] (~, i , : l~i , j<~m;i , j#2) l f /2 ( l(7,/2<~i,j<~m)l]'/2] 
x\\- i~,~.'.l~i,j<<,m)l + \l(?,s: 1 ~< i,j ~<~,} ] 
by Lemma 3.1. This proves (4.7). The proof of Lemma 4.1 is now complete. [] 
Lemma 4.2. Under the assumptions and notation of Lemma 4.1, we have 
Esup (L(x,t + h) - L(x,t)) m 
x 
~<4(1-(~)(2°-l)/m)-mm, f ... f (1 + x/EX2(s,)) 
t ~St<S2 < ... <Sm <t+h 
x [R(sl, ° ~[-1/2"~t~/2I~6/2 
. . . . . .  ' I  I'Zm ~,Y I  -~- pa2/2)dSl ...dsm 
.for each ½ < 6 <~ 1, even number m >>- 4, t >~ O, h > O. 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
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Proof. It is clear that 
Esup (L(x,t + h) - L(x,t)) ~" 
x 
<~ 2" ~ E(L(k,t + h) -  L(k,t)) m 
k= -oo  
+ 2"` ~ E sup 
k=-oo O~<y~<I 
(L(k + y,t + h) -  L(k + y , t ) -  L(k,t + h) + L(k,t))'`. 
(4.12) 
exp[  2Ek~(sx)J 
By Lemma 3.5, we have 
E(L(k, t + h) - L(k, t))'` 
(1~ "` /2 m,f...f \21} 
t~S l<S2 < "'" <srn~l+h 
x IR(sl . . . . .  s'`)l- 1/2 dsl "'" ds,,. (4.13) 
I R(sl . . . . .  s'`)l- 1/2 ~ 2m(EX2(sO. 42(s2 _ s0""  a2(s'` - s'`_ 1))- 1/2 
and 
Pr, ~< 2a-2(S'` -- S'`- 1), Pl <~ 2(EX2(st)) -1, P2 ~< 2a-2(s2 - sO, 
A combination of Lemma 4.1 and a theorem of M6ricz (1982) yields 
E sup (L (k+y, t+h) -L (k+y, t ) -L (k , t+h)+L(k , t ) ) ' `  
O~y~l  
x f . . - ;  expl 2EX2(sl) I  
t~S l<S2 < "" <s=<~t+h 
xlR(sl  .... ,~mll V'` ~'l + P~2/2)dsl""ds'` • (4.14) 
Now (4.11) follows from (4.12), (4.13) and (4.14) via elementary calculations. [] 
Lemma 4.3. Let {X(t), t/> 0} be a Gaussian process with mean zero, stationary in- 
crements and X(O)= O. Assume that tr2(h) is non-decreasing and concave on (0, l) 
satisfying (4.1). Then 
{ 524h "X'`  1+~ 
Esup(L(x , t  + h) -  L(x,t))'` <~ C, "h- '4/3 '~c~-~) ) (m!) (4.15) 
for each even number m>14, O<h<<.l, O<. t~ l ,  where C1=5000(1+ 
a(2))Co s/3a- 4/3 (1). 
Proof. In terms of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5, we get 
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Taking 6 = 2 in Lemma 4.2, along the lines of the proof of Lemma 3.6, we obtain 
Esup (L(x, t + h) - L(x, t)) m 
x 
1 
t <~ Sl <S2 < ... <s,n <~ t + h 
X (O ' -2 /3 (S1)  + G-2/3($2  - -  S l ) )ds  I - -"  ds . ,  
~< 16.2".(6m)m.m!(1 + a(2))-h m 
1 
x 
J "'" J ,(s,h)0.((s2- Sl)h)...,5"/(sm- Sm_l)h) 
t ~< $1 <:$2< ... <sm<~t+h 
X ( (0 . -2 /3 ($1h)  + 0. -2 /3 ( (S  2 - -  Sl)h))dSl " ' "  ds , .  
~< 16' 2m'(6m)"' m!(1 + 0.(2))' h m. o(h)-m-4/3Co m-4/3 
× f ... f si'(s2-sO-'...(s~-s~_O -5~/3 
0 ~S l  <:S2 "< '"  "<Sm~ 1 
× (S12~/3 q- (S 2 -- s1)-ga/3)ds1 ... ds s 
~< 32" 12"-mm'm!(h/0.(h))m'co m-4/3.0.-4/3(h).(1 + 0"(2)) 
F~-2( I  _ ~). F2(1 _ ~)  
F(1 + m(1 - ~) - 4a) 
8/3a-4/3 1 h -4~/3 . (524h)m.  ~< 5000-(1 + 0.(2))co ( ) ~ (m!) ~ +', 
where, in the second inequality, we have used the fact that 1 - 2 -1/~3m) 7> 1/(6m) for 
m ~> 4. This proves (4.15). [] 
Lemma 4.4. Let {X(t), t >~ 0} be a stationary Gaussian process with mean zero and 
EX2(0)  = 1. Assume that 0.2(h) is non-decreasin9 and concave on (0, 1), satisfyin9 (4.1). 
Then 
Esup(L (x , t  + h) -  L(x,t))"  ~< C2-h - " /3~' (  262h "]" m' ~+~ (4.16) 
\Co0.(hU ( . )  
for each even number m >~ 4, 0 < h, t ~ 1, where C2 = 104"Co8/30.-1/3(1). 
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.3 and is omitted. 
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Lemma 4.5. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.3, we have 
524h ~ . h-4~/3 yl/tl 
P sup (L(x, t + h) - L(x, t)) > y coa(h)J <~ K,  C1 exp( - +')/2) 
(4.17) 
for each y > 1, 0 <~ t, h ~ 1, where C1 is defined as in Lemma 4.3. 
The proof is along the lines of those of Lemma 3.9. 
Similarly we have 
Lemma 4.6. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.4, we have 
{ P sup (L(x, t + h) - L(x, t)) > y Coa(h)J <~ K, Cz" h -'/3 exp( __yl/(1 +')/2) 
(4.18) 
for each y > 1, 0 ~< t, h ~< 1, where C2 is defined as in Lemma 4.4. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let 1 < 0 < ¼. Then 
lim sup sup 
h~O 0~<t~<l  
L(x, t + h) - L(x, t) 
sup (h/a(h))(log(1/h) "+' 
~< lim sup sup sup 
k~ o-k-l<~h<~O-kO<~t<~l 
L(x, t + h) - L(x, t) 
supx (h/a(h))(log(1/h)) "+ 1 
~< lim sup sup 
k~oe O~<t~<l 
L(x,t + 0 -k ) -  L(x,t) 
sup (0_ k_ 1/(7(0- k)) (log Ok) " + 1 
L(x,( j  + 1)0 -k) - L(x, jO -k) 
~< 201imsup max sup (4.19) 
k~o~ o~j~ok x (O-k/a(O-k))(logOk) "+1 
From (4.17) it follows that 
P I  max sup L(x ' ( j  + DO-k) -  L(x'jO-k) 524((3 } 
I o<~j<~o* x (o-k/a(O-k))(logOk) "+1 >~ CO + 4~)0)1+" 
<<, K(O k + 1)C~.04"/3exp[--(3 + 4~)log0k/2] ~< KO -kt°-l) (4.20) 
Hence 
lim sup max sup L(x,( j  + 1)0 -k) - L(x, jO -k) >>- 524 ((3 + 4ct)0) 1 +" a.s. 
k~ O<~j~Okx (o-k/tT(o-k))( logOk) ~+1 CO 
(4.21) 
by the Borel-Cantelli lemma. This proves (4.2) by (4.19), (4.21) and by taking 
0 arbitrarily near to 1. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.2. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1.1 and therefore is
omitted. [] 
Remark 4.1. Let { W (t), t >/0} be a standard Wiener process with local time l(x, t). 
From (4.2) we obtain 
lira sup sup sup l(x, t + h) - l(x, t) 
h-~0 0~t~<X x h l /2 ( log(1 /h )  3/2 ~<262(48)3/2 a.s. 
Comparing this result to that of (1.6) we conclude that our result (4.2) is not the best 
possible. We believe that (4.2) can be replaced by 
limsup sup sup L(x , t  + h) - L (x , t )  
h-O o<~,<~1 x (h /a (h ) ) ( log(1 /h ) )  ~ <~ c~ 
a.s. 
for some constant c~, under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 or 4.2. 
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